Photothermal therapy of cancer cells using novel hollow gold nanoflowers
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Abstract: This article presents a new strategy for fabricating large gold nanoflowers (AuNFs) that exhibit high biological safety under visible light and very strong photothermal cytotoxicity to HeLa cells under irradiation with near-infrared (NIR) light. This particular type of AuNF was constructed using vesicles produced from a multiamine head surfactant as a template followed by depositing gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) and growing their crystallites on the surface of vesicles. The localized surface plasmon-resonance spectrum of this type of AuNF can be easily modulated to the NIR region by controlling the size of the AuNFs. When the size of the AuNFs increased, biosafety under visible light improved and cytotoxicity increased under NIR irradiation. Experiments in vitro with HeLa cells and in vivo with small mice have been carried out, with promising results. The mechanism for this phenomenon is based on the hypothesis that it is difficult for larger AuNFs to enter the cell without NIR irradiation, but they enter the cell easily at the higher temperatures caused by NIR irradiation. We believe that these effects will exist in other types of noble metallic NPs and cancer cells. In addition, the affinity between AuNPs and functional biomolecules, such as aptamers and biomarkers, will make this type of AuNF a good recognition device in cancer diagnosis and therapy.
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Introduction

In the nanotechnology field, the use of nanoscale materials in medicine is one of the most important research areas. Recently, numerous nanoscale materials with various components, morphologies, and sizes have been used in drug delivery, bioimaging, chemical sensing, early cancer cell diagnostics, and therapeutics.1–11 Among these applications, photothermal therapy has attracted increased attention. The laser-wavelength region used in this method is often located in the near-infrared (NIR) region at approximately 800–1,200 nm, where the transparent window for biological tissues is located. In general, photothermal therapy depends on the photosensitizers taken up by cancer cells to transfer light to heat, leading to photoablation of the cells and subsequent cell death. Therefore, photosensitizing agents are a key factor in photothermal therapy. Among the numerous photosensitizers, gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) are a special photosensitizer in that they exhibit strong localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). Many types of Au nanomaterials, such as nanorods, nanocages, and nano-core–shells, have been reported as photosensitizers in photothermal therapy.2,4,10,12,13–16 Furthermore, flower-like and core–shell gold nanostructure have been reported to have obvious advantages over spheres and rods of nanogold in the NIR absorption.9,17 For example, Oldenburg et al14 reported the fabrication of SiO2@Au structures and their application in...
cancer therapy. Furthermore, Kim et al modified Oldenburg et al’s synthesis procedure to synthesize magnetic gold nanoshells consisting of gold nanoshells embedded with magnetic Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs, which were conjugated with a cancer-targeting agent. In addition, PS@Au core–shell nanostructures with NIR absorption were fabricated and used for photothermal therapy of Lewis lung carcinoma. However, avoidable problems are associated with these core–shells with solid core materials in the context of future practical application, such as the biocompatibility and retention of solid core in the body. In addition to this, the complicated and tedious procedure of fabricating such structures greatly hinders the application of these gold nanostructures in medicine. Therefore, to meet the requirement of practical application, large, core-free, hollow gold shells with good NIR absorption are desired.

In this work, a novel and facile construction of hollow gold nanoflowers (AuNFs) is presented. It is dependent on vesicles of a new tree-type surfactant – bis(amidoethyl-carbamoyl ethyl) octadecylamine (C18N3) – with multiamine head groups. The results of the experiment indicated that the absorption peak of AuNFs can be tuned easily from the visible to the NIR region through controlling the size of AuNFs. Furthermore, AuNFs can be used as efficient photothermal agents in the application of cancer therapy. The advantage of these AuNFs is their low toxicity to cells due to their large size, which reduces their uptake by cells. In addition to this, AuNFs exhibit a very strong photothermal effect even at small doses, resulting in obvious photothermal ablation of the HeLa cells.

**Materials and methods**

**Materials**

Chloroauric acid (HAuCl$_4$ · 4H$_2$O), ascorbic acid (AA), and sodium citrate were purchased from Beijing Chemical Industry (Beijing, People’s Republic of China). Ultrapure deionized water (Milli-Q, MΩ · cm$^{-1}$; Merck Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) was used for all solution preparations. HeLa cell lines were purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA, USA). Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) without phenol red, phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 0.01 M, pH 7.4), newborn calf (NC) serum, and trypsinase were obtained from Life Technologies (Carlsbad, CA, USA).

**Preparation of Au hollow nanoflowers**

C18N3 (0.425 g) was dissolved in 25 mL of water. For rapid and improved dissolution, the solution was placed in an ultrasonic bath for 5 minutes. Then, the pH value of the C18N3 solution was adjusted using a 0.1 M HCl solution, and the pH value was measured with a HI 8314 pH meter (Hanna Instruments, Woonsocket, RI, USA) equipped with an HI 1200B glass electrode. When the pH value of the C18N3 solution reached 3, the solution became transparent, indicating the formation of micelles. Next, 5 mL of a citrate-protected AuNP (∼24 nm in diameter, absorption peak at 520 nm) solution was added. The mixture was stirred at room temperature overnight as a seed solution for the AuNFs. In addition, a 0.5 mM C18N3 solution containing 0.25 mM chloroauric acid (HAuCl$_4$ · 4H$_2$O) was prepared in a 100 mL volumetric flask as the growth solution for the AuNFs. Next, hollow AuNFs were prepared by adding 2.5 mL of the seed solution containing C18N3 and 24 nm AuNPs to 100 mL of the growth solution containing 0.5 mM C18N3 and 0.25 mM chloroauric acid. Then, the mixture was gently agitated. After nearly 30 seconds, 350 µL of an AA aqueous solution (0.1 M) was added, followed by gentle stirring of the mixture. The mixture was maintained at room temperature overnight. After the reaction, the AuNFs were purified by centrifugation several times at 8,000 rpm for 5 minutes to remove the unbound C18N3 and citrate.

**Characterization of AuNFs**

The morphology of the samples was determined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (S4800; Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan). The ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectra of colloidal AuNPs were tested in a 2 mm-thick quartz cell using a Hitachi U-2800 spectrometer. Dynamic light-scattering characterization of hydrodynamic diameter was carried out at 25°C and a scattering angle of 173° by ZetaSizer Nano Series Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK) equipped with a thermostated chamber, employing a 4 mW He–Ne laser (λ=632.8 nm). For SEM measurement, all samples were measured after at least 50 hours to ensure the crystal-like growth of AuNFs was completed. First, the AuNFs were purified by centrifugation three times at 8,000 rpm for 5 minutes to remove unbound C18N3 and citrate. Next, the suspension of AuNFs was placed on a silicon wafer, followed by air-drying.

**Evaluation of biocompatibility of AuNFs**

HeLa cell lines were cultured in DMEM containing 10% NC serum at 37°C under 5% CO$_2$. The cell-culture media were supplemented with penicillin and streptomycin. The HeLa cells (10,000 cells per well) were seeded in 96-well plates for 24 hours to allow the cells to attach to the surface of the well.
Next, the NPs were introduced to the 96-well plates in various concentrations. After incubation with NPs for 24 hours at 37°C under 5% CO₂, cell viability was determined using a cell-counting kit (CCK-8; Dojindo Laboratories, Kumamoto, Japan). Cells that were not exposed to AuNPss were regarded as controls. Cell viability was calculated as the ratio of the absorbance of the treated and control wells.

**In vitro photothermal experiment**

HeLa cell lines were cultured in DMEM containing 10% NC serum at 37°C under 5% CO₂. The HeLa cells (10,000 cells per well) were seeded in 96-well plates for 24 hours to allow the cells to attach to the surface of the well. The cell-culture media were supplemented with penicillin and streptomycin. Next, the AuNFs were introduced to 96-well plates in various concentrations. After incubation of the cells with AuNFs for 4 hours at 37°C, the growth medium was removed, and the cells were washed several times with PBS to remove the free AuNFs that were not taken up by the cells. Subsequently, the cells were exposed to a continuous red light laser at 808 nm (9 W/cm²) for 5 minutes. After incubation for 24 hours at 37°C, cell viability was determined using the CCK-8. Cells exposed to the red light laser but unexposed to AuNFs were regarded as controls. Cell viability was calculated as the ratio of the absorbance of the treated and control wells.

**In vivo photothermal therapy**

Female Balb/c mice that were 4–5 weeks old were maintained under standard housing conditions. HeLa tumor-bearing mice were established by subcutaneous injection of 1 × 10⁷ cells suspended in 100 µL PBS into the flank region. The longest dimension and the shortest dimension of the tumors were monitored using a Vernier caliper. Once the tumors were ∼7.0 mm in the longest dimension, the mice were randomized into two treatment groups (five animals per treatment group), where one group did not receive AuNFs and the other group received AuNFs (40 µL, 2 mg/mL AuNF solution, AuNF NIR group). The mice were administered the AuNFs intratumorally, followed by irradiation of the tumors with an 808 nm continuous-wave NIR laser at 5 W/cm² for 3 minutes after the mice were anesthetized.

**Transmission electron microscope analysis of AuNF–cell interaction**

HeLa cells were seeded at a density of 2 × 10⁶ cells/well into petri dishes (diameter 35 mm) filled with the appropriate culture medium. After adherence for 24 hours, the cells were treated with the AuNFs at different concentrations, or not adding AuNFs as the control. After 24 hours, the adherent cells were removed by trypan blue and washed twice with 0.01 M PBS. The cell pellets were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.01 M PBS (pH 7.4) at 4°C for at least 4 hours. The cells were then rinsed with cold 0.01 M PBS and postfixed in 1% osmium tetroxide at room temperature for another 2 hours. After dehydration with an acetone gradient (15 minutes’ incubation each in 30%, 50%, 70%, 80%, 90%, and 100% acetone), the samples were embedded in epoxy resin (Spurr; Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) and acetone (1:1 v/v) for 30 minutes, followed by 100% Spurr epoxy resin for 1 hour. Finally, the epoxy resin was solidified by incubation at 37°C for 24 hours and at 60°C for another 48 hours. Ultrathin sections, obtained with an ultramicrotome (UC6i; Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) were stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. The cells were observed by transmission electron microscope (JEM 1230; JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) after the aforementioned pretreatment at an accelerated voltage of 80 kV.

**Results and discussion**

**Microscopic characterization and optical properties of AuNF structures**

In our studies, AuNFs were prepared according to previously published protocols. The synthesis procedure is shown in Figure 1. A multiamine surfactant (C18N3), which was synthesized in our laboratory, was used as a template for the formation of AuNFs. Firstly, the vesicle of C18N3 was formed through modulating the pH of C18N3 aqueous solution (5 mM, pH = 3) and adding small AuNPs to form a seed solution of AuNFs. Subsequently, the obtained seed solution of AuNFs was grown in a crystallite growth solution containing HAuCl₄, C18N3, and a reductant (AA), which had a concentration of 0.35 mM. Typically, we used the C18N3 aqueous solution as a starting working solution. Next, AuNPs that were 24 nm in diameter were added as seeds which attaching to the vesicle surface to form the original AuNFs. Then, the size of the AuNFs was regulated by adding the original AuNFs to the crystallite growth solution containing HAuCl₄, C18N3, and a reductant (AA, 0.35 mM) reductant. Figure 2 shows that the diameters of the AuNFs were mediated by varying the concentration of the crystallite growth solution component at a fixed HAuCl₄/C18N3 molar ratio of 2. This result shows that as the concentration of the growth solution increased, the morphology of the products exhibited almost no change, but the size of the products increased. This result was in qualitative agreement with the dynamic light-scattering measurements (Figure S1).
According to these results, the four types of products were denoted as AuNFs (115 nm), AuNFs (126 nm), AuNFs (145 nm), and AuNFs (153 nm). These results demonstrated that the size of the AuNFs was easily controlled by changing the component concentrations in the crystallite growth solution. UV-vis measurements were employed to examine the relationship between the growth process and the LSPR spectra shift of AuNFs, and the dynamics of the LSPR spectra shift for different-size AuNFs are shown in Figure 3. The increase in the AuNF size resulted in a longer wavelength in the NIR. The results revealed that the LSPR spectra were easily mediated by changing the size of the AuNFs in our experiment.

Photothermal conversion experiments of AuNFs under NIR light irradiation

To understand the photothermal transfer dynamics of this type of AuNF, experiments were performed to measure the temperature increase caused by the size and concentration of the AuNFs under NIR irradiation. Figure 4 indicates the temperature increase (\(\Delta T\)) for different sizes of AuNFs at various concentrations with time. Four samples – AuNFs (115 nm), AuNFs (126 nm), AuNFs (145 nm), and AuNFs (153 nm) – were used in this experiment. All of these AuNFs exhibited a very strong photothermal effect under NIR irradiation. The AuNFs that were larger showed a noticeable increase in the strength of the photothermal effect. For example, at a concentration of 2 mg/mL of AuNFs (153 nm), the \(\Delta T\) values were a maximum of approximately 70°C for less than 10 minutes at an irradiation power density of 9 W/cm².

In comparison, the \(\Delta T\) values of the PBS solution without AuNFs, which was used as a control, were less than 4°C. This result indicated that the larger AuNFs resulted in a stronger photothermal effect, which was attributed to the...
better absorption in the NIR region and the high purity of the gold in this type of AuNF.

**Interaction of AuNFs and HeLa cells under visible light and NIR light irradiation**

The in vitro toxicity of AuNFs to cells must first be evaluated to determine if they are an appropriate photothermal agent for use in cancer therapy. In this study, the AuNFs were incubated with HeLa cells without NIR irradiation for 24 hours, and measurement of cell viability was conducted using the CCK-8. There was no observed decrease in cell viability from these results (Figure 5A). All AuNFs showed good biocompatibility with cell viability more than 90% for a particle concentration of up to 2 mg/ml. For the largest AuNFs, the viability of the HeLa cells was better than the small ones, which indicated that under ordinary visible light, no AuNFs were harmful to the HeLa cells, even at a relatively high concentration.

Then, we used the AuNFs for photothermal ablation of cancer cells. HeLa cells were incubated with the four types of AuNF (10 µL) with concentrations at 0 mg/mL, 0.4 mg/mL, 0.6 mg/mL, 1 mg/mL, and 2 mg/mL for 4 hours. Then, the cells were washed several times with PBS to remove the excess AuNFs in the medium. Next, these samples were exposed to an 808 nm NIR laser with a power density of 9 W/cm² for 5 minutes. A standard cell-viability assay using CCK-8 as an indicator was performed to determine the relative viabilities of the HeLa cells after irradiation for 24 hours. As shown in Figure 5B, the viability of the cells treated with AuNFs (115 nm) and AuNFs (126 nm) began to substantially decrease when the concentration of the AuNFs reached 1 mg/mL. The viability of the cells treated with larger AuNFs (126 nm) was approximately 27.13%, which was significantly lower than the 77.7% induced by AuNFs (115 nm). For AuNFs (146 nm) and AuNFs (153 nm), the decrease in cell viability was even more obvious. This result is.
consistent with results of UV-vis spectra and photothermal conversion experiments. In the UV-vis spectra experiment, as AuNFs get bigger, the LSPR peak remarkably shifts to longer wavelengths (Figure 3) and closer to 808 nm. For the photothermal conversion experiment, all kinds of AuNF could convert laser energy to heat: larger, higher-concentration AuNFs induced temperature increased faster and higher. As we know, tumor cells can be killed at $42^\circ$C–$43^\circ$C.\textsuperscript{16} The results shown in Figures 4 and 5B are consistent with this. Because the AuNFs (153 nm) were
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Figure 6 Fluorescence microscopy images of HeLa cells under different treatment conditions and stained with calcein acetoxymethyl ester and propidium iodide. The green and red areas represent the regions of living and dead cells, respectively. Concentration of Au nanoflowers (AuNFs), 0.6 mg/mL; near-infrared (NIR) laser, \( \lambda = 808 \) nm, 9 W/cm\(^2\), 5 minutes; image size 1.3 \( \times \) 1.3 cm and under-irradiation area 0.4 cm\(^2\).

the best photothermal agent, they were used in most of our subsequent experiments.

Fluorescence microscopy was employed to prove further the photothermal ablation of HeLa cells induced by the AuNFs. After NIR laser treatment, the cells were incubated with calcein acetoxymethyl ester (AM) and propidium iodide (PI) to separately stain viable cells and dead cells. A green fluorescence color caused by calcein AM indicates viable cells, and a red fluorescence color caused by PI indicates dead cells. As shown in Figure 6, the AuNF (153 nm)-treated HeLa cells had a significant loss of viability under NIR irradiation, whereas the cells in the control experiment exhibited no ablation.

Figure 7 shows the electron micrographs for the internalization of AuNFs by HeLa cells. Figure 7A shows the control samples in which no AuNFs were added. Figure 7B shows that a small portion of the AuNFs (153 nm) entered the cells and aggregated slightly under irradiation by ordinary visible light. Figure 7C shows that many AuNFs entered the HeLa cells and aggregated under NIR irradiation. Almost no AuNFs were observed in the cell nucleus. However, the AuNFs were primarily distributed in the cytoplasm and mitochondria.

Photothermal therapy of AuNFs in vivo

To study further the photothermal effect of AuNFs, an in vivo photothermal experiment in mice was conducted under NIR. Figure 8 shows that the tumors in mice that were treated with the control solution (ie, no AuNFs were added) increased in size. However, the tumors in mice treated with solutions containing AuNFs almost disappeared in lesion after 20 days. All of the experimental mice maintained their weight during the therapy process, as observed in Figure 8C, which indicated that no fatal toxicity was induced by the treatment. The result from the animal experiment indicated that the AuNFs have a promising future for the photothermal therapy of cancer. However, this was just a preliminary study on photothermal therapy of AuNFs in mice, and more detailed biological evaluations are required to improve this system.

To understand the cytotoxicity mechanism of AuNFs, the endocytosis of cells affected by size and temperature is important. Previous investigations of cell endocytosis\(^{18,20}\) have reported that small AuNPs (<50 nm) will be internalized more easily by cells. We have also reported\(^{23}\) that AuNPs cause cell death when they penetrate the cells, while AuNPs outside the cell are often not harmful. Jia et al\(^{24}\) proved that AuNPs as a catalyst can react with the serum in the cell to produce NO and cause oxidative stress. Because the AuNFs used in this study had a diameter greater than 100 nm, which obstructed their entry of the cell, and the electrokinetic potential (zeta potential) measurements (Table S1) showed that zeta potentials became smaller as AuNF size increased, all the implications of the larger size decrease the toxicity of the AuNFs to the cells. However, the
Photothermal effect increased the temperature, facilitating the internalization of AuNFs and killing the cancer cells.\textsuperscript{20,25} According to these experiments, the most interesting result is that when the size of the AuNFs increased, both the biosafety and cytotoxicity of the AuNFs to the cancer cells increased. A schematic diagram representing the proposed mechanism is shown in Figure 9. Nevertheless, the real mechanism for the larger size nanoparticles interaction with cells is still not clear.\textsuperscript{26,27} Since this is a complicated system, we will perform all the necessary experiments in future to explore the exact mechanism of this important phenomenon at the molecular level.

**Figure 8** (A–C) Photothermal therapy effect on nude mouse under near-infrared (NIR) irradiation caused by the addition of Au nanoflowers (AuNFs). (A) HeLa tumor-bearing Balb/c nude mouse treated without addition of AuNFs; (B) HeLa tumor-bearing Balb/c nude mouse with the addition of AuNFs; (C) body weight change of mice with treatment time. Both experiments were performed under 808 nm NIR laser irradiation.

**Figure 9** Schematic representation showing the photothermal effect of the Au nanoflowers on endocytosis under near-infrared (NIR) irradiation.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have successfully fabricated a special type of AuNF with no solid core and a diameter larger than 100 nm. The endocytosis and cytotoxicity of AuNFs related to the sizes and photothermal effects of the AuNFs have been studied in detail. It was demonstrated that this type of AuNF did not exhibit toxicity to HeLa cells under visible light, but exhibited significant photothermal ablation after NIR irradiation in vitro. The results indicate that as the size of the AuNFs increased, biosafety under visible light improved and cytotoxicity increased under NIR irradiation. The experiments in mice were consistent with the results obtained in vitro. This work is of fundamental importance for the application of AuNFs in cancer therapy. We believe that this type of AuNF can benefit not only HeLa cell therapy but also many other cancer therapies. In addition, the affinity between AuNFs and functional biomolecules, such as aptamers and biomarkers, will make this type of AuNF a good recognition device in cancer diagnosis and therapy.
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**Supplementary materials**

![Graph showing dynamic light-scattering curve of Au nanoflowers (AuNFs)](image)

**Figure S1** Dynamic light-scattering curve of the Au nanoflowers (AuNFs), showing an increase in particle sizes as concentration of growth solution increased: $C_{C_{18}N_3}=0.0625$ mM, $C_{HAuCl_4}=0.125$ mM (a); $C_{C_{18}N_3}=0.125$ mM, $C_{HAuCl_4}=0.25$ mM (b); $C_{C_{18}N_3}=0.1875$ mM, $C_{HAuCl_4}=0.375$ mM (c); and $C_{C_{18}N_3}=0.25$ mM, $C_{HAuCl_4}=0.5$ mM (d).

**Abbreviation:** $C_{18}N_3$, bis(amidoethyl-carbamoylethyl) octadecylamine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample name</th>
<th>AuNFs-a (115 nm)</th>
<th>AuNFs-b (126 nm)</th>
<th>AuNFs-c (145 nm)</th>
<th>AuNFs-d (153 nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zeta potential</td>
<td>$+24.6$ mV</td>
<td>$+18.0$ mV</td>
<td>$+15.9$ mV</td>
<td>$+11.3$ mV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** The average sizes of the AuNFs were 115 nm (a), 126 nm (b), 145 nm (c), and 153 nm (d).

**Table S1** Zeta potential of Au nanoflowers (AuNFs)
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